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PROBLEMS WITH STEPWISE 
METHODS-BETTER ALTERNATIVES 

Carl J Huberty 

The conduct of analytical procedures in "steps" is quite common. Calculations 
in the stcps vary from the simple-in-mutine pr0Ctdm-s (such aa formula plug-in 
steps) to the complex io what have been called "stcpwisc" and "StcPQwn" and 
"stepup" procedures. The latter pr0adm-s have clljoyed widespread use by 
social and bchaviod science m h u s  in the analyscs of data obtaiacd on 
multiple response variablte. The widespread use is undoubtedly due to the avail- 
ability of computer software to accomplisb thc complex calculations. Au thee 
popular computer software packages-BMDP, SAS. s)sS-include a comput- 
a program to conduct what is called a "stepwise multiple regression analysis" 
and a program for a "stepwise discriminaat analysis." Although regrescion 
analysis and discriminant analysis problems an. without a doubt. the most 
popular contexts for thc use of steptype computational algorithm, these ap- 
proaches have also been suggested in multivariate analysis of variance (Stcvcns. 
1973) and in canonical wmlation analysis (Thmpson, 1984. pp. 47-51; 
Thorndike & Weiss. 1983). Thc.focus of the cumnt papa is on the use of 
stcpwise methods and altcrnativur thmof in regnssion and discriminant 

The notion of stepwise analysis is believed to have been fM advanced by 
Efroymson (1960), and is fully described by Draper and Smith (1981. chap. 6) 

analyses. 
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snd Jennrich (1977a, 1977b). [See also, Klccka. 1980. chap. 5; Norusis, 1985. 
chaps. 2 and 3; and Yomgu, 1985, chap. IS.] Jksentially, a stepwise analysis 
develops a sequence of Lintsr modela (actually. model e9uat&nr), at each step 
adding or deleting a respotlae variable. Various critaia may be employed for 
variable addition/dektion. The criteria used depend on the type of analysis 
(regmsion versus discriminant), on the plrpose of the analysis (e.g.. maicl 
buildiag. pradiction). and on persolul prcfemce or expert advisement. Avail- 

the fonncr. a single-variable model is the stming point, essuming the criterion 
for considering a single variable is mct at the outset. In the second step another 
variable is added. with the possibility that t h e ’ f i r s t d  variable is removed. 
’Ibis continues with a “step” being mmuplishcd whenever a new variable is 
added. or when a variable already mtcrcd is removed. ThC pmca  conthw 
until all variables arc considered far addition or until a criterion is met far 
stopping. F rsn c8sc9. a “looping” may reauh w h a ~  one variable is mnovai 
and added q c a t d y .  To limit looping. thc UBQ may spaify a maxLnum 
number of aeps to be executed.] 

The backward stepwisc procedure begiru~ with all variables on hand in thc 
model. One variable is deleted acadiag to ~ o m c  aituion choscn by the user. 
Again, a aep is accomplished when a variable is eliminarcd or when one that WM 

earlier e l i  is addcd. In practia, the backwd wsc proccdurc is not 

What is, pcrhapa, most popular ia simply a so-called forward selection pm 
cedure, which is a sirnplificd version of the forward etcpwisc pmccdm, omitting 
the test of whether a variable once entered should be removed. Another pm 
cedurt, albeit not commonly used by social and behavioral science mearchas, 
is the backward elinhation pccdurc (see Mnubl, 1970). Although many re- 

simply a fomd selection pnredure. 

able to rescarchere arc forward stcpwisc and backward stepwise procedurts. In 

nearly 88 popllatas the fomardaepwisc pmcdtrc. 

C l h  to have Used a EtCpWbC procedure, What they in faCt used WM 

This chepta begins by dinassing u8r.a of stepwise regression and discrimhut 

v;ariable selection and orduing. ’Ihe chapta concludes with thrre caveats per- 
‘taining to infmncea based on, and a data analysis approach to, variable selcction 
and ordering. and a brief discussion &on. 

 anal^, a d  the ~~~CIPICU~~OU Of F-valw in S & P ~ ~ S C  ana lyse^. The bulk Of thc 
chapta deals with proposed  altemuivts to stcpwiae analysta for purposts of 

USES OF STEPWISE ANALYSES 

Usea of multiple regression analysis and discriminaDt analysis arc, to rcpeat. 
fairly common in the behavioral and social sciences. But misusa of such analy- 
sa also fairly armmon. The usca (and misuses) of interest in the c m n t  
papa putah to stcpwise analyses. [See Box (1966). Huberty (1984). and Tab- 
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achnick d Fil l  (1989, chap. 5) for additional discuseions of pnalvsis huc8.1 
Stepwise pnal- have basically been used for thra plrposts: (1) selection or 
Llction of variables, (2) assesrring relative variable importaacc ; (3) both 
variable selection and variable ordering. Note that thmc am u~ u l  oftea made of 

usea will be dimmed in this &on. with altemativtkpositcd M being prctkr- 
able-bcing presented later. 

8- MdyEC8, wu8r.a that m y  J h u l d b e m a d e .  RobkUl8 with these 

Variable Selection 

One goal of analyses suggca&d by stcpwiec advocates is to &ct a “good” 

am used to diecard “poor” variables. The idea of variable dectim is p d q a  a 
d y  one. The d o n  of p h o n y  in explanabton or in deealption or In model 
building is “scientific.” If om is dealing with p r e d i d o n 4 t k  of I amtinu- 
ow variable M la multiple regrrssioo analyeb, ab of group mcmbQBhip M in 

analysis-then it is deehble to detamlne ifthe number 
of pmlictom can be reduced without an nppdable  loss (or to obtain a gain) in 
predictive KZWSCY. Variable reduction may also be informative and helptirl in 

S U b W O f l W ~ v a r i a b h  hitid SCt O f V a r i e b h .  ’Ihatb, ths dm 

. .  predictive disaunrnant 

~ b m g / e x p ~  pmlictof&terion r e l n t i d l p e .  FurliKr, a reduction rrmy 
be helpful in lowaing the costs of data collection if intacst is m prdiaive 
accumy in thc fuhm or in nplicative ~tudies. Prom a Lpramctm gtimatlon 
vicwpoint.too.variablereductionisdesirablc,ppltlcularlyifthe~oofnumba 
of unim to numbaofvarlablcs is not too large. 

In variable selection, one w&ka to arrive at a “good” rubeet o f v d n b h .  if 
nota “beat” subaecof variables, of agiven &E. A M i  ldvancedbere &bat 
s t e p w l s e d p  sbouldnorpnaallybeusedforvarkbleaeteEdoapurp8ed. A 
basic &€&a of Etcpwkc procadures i8 attrlbutsble to “tbdr d* of 
variabla 0 d - a - h  . . . , direct tests for the ddftional il&mc&m 6 q p M  
jointly by sevenl variables am not made” (Tt4cKay & canrpkll, 19828, p. 13). 

A u 6 ~  of rtcpwise analysts may be led to b e h  that the fmtq vrrlabla 
entered into the analysis would constitute a good subset (of &e 9) of ths initial 
set of p variables, or crm the best sub& of size q. ‘Ibb vay c k d y  & tbc 
conclusion drawn by many, manynsearchtrs who employ Stepwise analym. It 
is not casy to daermtne what is ‘‘pod’’ and what M “best.” Hocking (1983, p. 
226) posits that in aregxcdsion analysis context, “then is not likely to be a well- 
d e M  ‘beat’ equation”; the same statemat would apply ia dkuxhum * taaaly- 
sis. The t y p i d  indcx wed to assesrr the goodnew of I variable rubset la regreti 
aim analysis is the squand multiple camlation cocfficimt (Rq, and in discrid- 
aant analysis is the W i  lambda. Thrte other indices in r e p i o n  analpi8 M 
an sdjusted R2, thc residual mc~ll square. and the C, 8tatistk (ECC hP dt 

audysls arc b ’ s  V, and paimiee inter-pup distances. 
Smith, 1981, p ~ .  298-302; H&g, 1976). TWO 0 t h  indicte la disCriminrnt 
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It is generally understood by methodologists that the first q variables entered 
into either a regression analysis or a discriminant analysis do not narsSariy 
c o ~ t i t ~ t e  the “best” subsct of size q, that is, best in the sense of any of the 
indices mentioned above. In regression analysis chat may be one or morc 
subsets of size q that would. for the data on hand, yield a larger Rz value. In 
discriminant analysis therc may be one or mom subsets of size q that would yield 
a smaller lambda value. Fuahermore. and pahaps mom importantly, if a given 
subset of size q yielded the largest R’ (or. smallest lambda) of all subsas of that 
size, thae may v a y  well be 0th subsets of size q that yield nearly the same R3 
value (or, lambda value). And one or num of thesc subsets may be more 
inmesting or relevant in a substantive send 

Variable Ordering 

In reading reports of mearch hat involve the use of stcpwise analyses, it is 
not uncommon to lind the following typc of statement “The most important 
variable turned out to be. say, Variable 1 (since it was entend fm), and the next 
most important was Variable 2 (since it was entered second).” Some writera go 
on to conclude. either explicitly or implicity, that some variables (those that 
e n d  late in the stepping pmcca, or not at all because a aituion was not met 
for entering) are not “impoxrant.” The notion of relative variable importance in 
a multivariate context in g a d  is nut at all a clcar notion; little consensus of 
meaning of variable importance or of relative variable contribution exists among 
8dd and bchavid science methodologists. 

?he idea of variable ordaing (in tams of relative “importance”) is, ptiap, 
worth considaiog while intqneting the d t s  of a regression/di&minmt 
analysis. though less attention has ban paid to this notion in the context of other 
multivariate domains such as factor analysis, canonical cornlatidregrrssion, 
CIU& d y s b ,  and multidimcmionaI eceling. Tlac eubjeu-mtter 
t&cally d c s i  to makc M assesmat  of relative variable contributionlimpor- 
hce .  Somctimes the rescBlfhcT wants to BSBCBB relative contributions of variable 
.clustas as oppostd to individual variables. Variable contribution information 

, may be relevant for theory verification, theory building, or simply for descri#vc 
purposes. Same-variable, across-study or acros%contwrt comparisons of variable 

A second thesis advancad here is that order of variable entry in a stepwise 
analysis should not be used to assess relative variable contribution/importance. 
The fmt  variable entered with a stepwise regression analysis h determined by the 
camlation between each predictor variable and the criterion variable. Thc fmt 
variable entered with a stepwise disa imhnt  analysis is dctamined by the 
cornlation betwcen each outcome variable and the grouping variable or. cquiv- 
alently. by multiple univariate groupcomparison statistics (e.g., multiple ow- 
way ANOVA F values). As such, the in&-relationships of the response vari- 

importance are also somaim of inmst .  
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abla  am completely i g n d  when the amst “impntant” variable is ducm&j. 
However. a fundamental ltaSOn for conducting a mul~variate a n a l y h  is to study 
a collection of response variables 88 a “system.” as opposed to shldyioe multi- 
ple bivariate or univariate subsystems (see Huberty & M&, 1989). Suppose, 
again, the-re are p reeponst variables-predictors in regruurion analysis. outcome 
variables in (descriptive) discriminant analysis. The third, say. variabk to be 
entend (and often considered to be the third mast impolrant) iS dcpcndent on the 
two variabk already entered. If one or two of the variables already entered 
would be changed, then the third variable entered may also be diffmnt. ’ M a  

‘ b u  dependence or conditionality truly makes varieble importaace as daemunsd 
stcpwk analyacs very questionable. 

It should, perhaps, go without saying that attempting to 998csll absolure 
variable contribution is fruitless. A few proposals for such BsscBBmcnt have bcen 
made for thc regrrssion context, but the comment by Darlington (1968. p. 169) 

. . 6 ,  . . , the notion of ‘indepcndent contribution to variance’ sums appropnatc 
hae no meaning when pndictor variables are intercomlatcd.” [See. a h .  Gold- 
bergcr. 1964, p. 201.1 Roposals for absoluee variable contribution in discrimi- 
nant analysis have not bccn advanced for use with interconelated response vari- 
ables. For orthogonal tweway design layouts, M eta-squared-type index may be * 

usehl; variable ordering in eonorthogonal designs is problematic. 

, 

Selecting and Ordering Variables 

A Rsc81chcT may be tempted to solve both the variable selection and variable 
ordering problems with a single stepwise analysis. That is, the first q variablca. - 
entered might be consided as d t u t i n g  a “good’: variable subset. with the. 
fmt variable entered considued the most important and the qh variable entaed 
the qth mast important. It might be argued that thest two ptoblcms should be 
considend separately; !irst, dctffrmnc that system of variables to be coneidwed 
for final interpretation. and then for the resultant system. orda the variables. An 
ordering should not be dependent upon variables that arc not letaincd for find 
intapmation. 

It might also be argued that variable selection and variable d n g  should be 
considered as essentially the same problem. That is, the q most important vari- 
ables should constitute a good subset to retain for intcrpruation. me presea- of 
such an argument must have a clear, acceptable meaning of “impomme”; cva 
so. thc obrained variable subset may not be as “good” as any n u m b  of otha 
subseta of the ~ a m c  size, &pading on the meaning of goodness. ’Ibae am somc 
diffcrrnccll of opinion regarding the meaning of subset goodness to use. but thcee 
differences me peaty much centmd around the thne indias for each typc of 
analysis mentioned in a previous subscction, Variable Selection. The meaning of 
importance. however, is another story. Fmm a descriptive (Le., sampk-specific) 
perspective, s e v d  indices have been p~oposed for both m v s i o n  analysis 
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@arlingtoo, 1968) and for discriminant analysis (Hubcay. 1984). From M in- 
ferential perspective. little, if MY. guidance has ban given. The descriptive 
infcrtntial iale is expressed in the caveat section. 

F-VALUES IN STEPWISE ANALYSES 

F-values are typically repabd for cach step in both stepwise m i o n  pnd 

enter” statistiics PIC given by J d c h  (19na. 1977b). It is quite clear what 
hrpothcste PIC inkadd to be tested via thlsc Statistics. Howeva. the distrii- 

M S O C ~ ~ ~  with the (wxalled) F smristics. and found in output of the package 
ppam, &ould nor be talrcn too & d y .  AIUI ollc should catainly not refer 
such probabilities to conven t id  sienificance levels to determine thc “si&- 

thtee re- td pbabilities. One problem refas to the fpa that with a p 
variable data set, a large numbex of muistical tcsm could be coneidersd. With 
multiple testa is a “probability pyramiding” phenomenon (we Wilhlnson, 
1979). 

’Ihe scumd problem is amre M c  and is with the “P nte!idca” themselva. 
ThC didbutions of- dl oftkc statistics for a given anal* arc quite 
complicated, indced. Althougb the antcmcnt by Krirhnninh (1982. p. 811) b 
made io tk c o n M  offorward &cpwist regression analyses, it is cqually appm 
priate in oforward stepwiseditmimhnt analyak:“ . . .  atmostoneoftkF 

steparise- t anrly~ee.  definition^ Of thc “F-W-” and “ F - b  

tiOlMOfthceeStR&iicsmlW~Ckdyuadastood. ThetdprobabditkSOftQl 

Calla’’ Of M or Il!mOVd nspolllle variable. ThCIl? plt tm) probleme with 

b dishibuted 88 F diatributi~ll.. . S h  U mwd of the 
d l s  c4miw Itdrat(step) ie &e tlue mo&l.” [see, ah, popc and webrrtcr 

to predictive acuxucy (or, separation) while one ormDn othaa do not. If one is 

dt M I ,  1 m ;  coetanza & Afifi, 1979). 

(1972).] ’Ibaefare. ollc should be vay cautious about concluding, on the baais 
ofrlportcd tail probabilities, that, at a given step, one variable signif~canUy rdds 

’00mpeUed to we stcpwk analysed with the qmtal tail probabilities, it has 
. bcea ncommended that nonconventional probability levels be employed (Beadel 

_- 

ALTERNATIVES TO STEPWISE ANALYSES 

As is perhaps obvious from the discussion in the carlia sections of this paper, the 
cumnt writer docs not generally cspousc the UBC of stepwise analysts. There is. 
however. a situation for which a stepwisc analysis might be considered. Some of 
the alternative analyses suggested below am relatively expensive to carry out 
when the n u m k  of rcspsc  variables is large, say. greater than p = 30. 

I Therefare, a stepwisc analysis might be used for the purpose of gcning the 
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system of nsponse variables down to a manageable she. Such an analysis s h d d  
be considered as a pieliminary analysis. It may be argued. however. that thae 
PIC otha l~~cao~l of discarding variables in a “pmlimhry“ way: (1) discard 
variables that arc highly comlatcd with 0the.1~; (2) discard variables that PIC 

contributing nothing but “wise” to the system. 88 r e n d  by extrrmely low 
predictive validity index values; (3) discard variablea that hnve yielded relatively 
little contribution in pievious studies; and (4) discard variables by judiciously 
choosing variables whik d t s i g  the investigation. A ‘‘judgmwd analysis” by 
the substantive researcher along with, pahaps, a methodologist might be COII- 
d u d  to detcrminc M initial collection of ~epoasc variabka that are relevant to 
the p p o d  study. If the idea of diecarding variables prior to final analysed is 
distasteful. it might be wise to consider multiple analysed on clustea of vari- 

of “dirnenaion adyeis” such M factor analysis. or through "scoring" mmc 
variables using meaningful scales (e.g., subtotal KXTCS). 

b a d  on some assumptiom: (1) the collection of variablea to be shldied con- 
stitutes a mcaaingful system from a substantive 8esndpoint; (2) the k of tk 
initial variable system is manageable, that is. thc number of rcsponsc variables is 
about 30 or less; (3) thm is a fkmetical or substantive or prsctical manon for 
wanting to delete some variables; and (4) the -ha has eccm to a computer 
and some computer package s o k .  Because of diffacnt d y s b  ohjcctivcs, 

regression analysis and discriminant d y s i s .  Variable selection is discussed 
fia since detcnnination of thc variable systcm to be interpretEd should be mede 
prior to the assessment of variable contribution. Caveats pataining to the in- 
taprctation of any variable selscrion or ordering a d h i s  will k offed after k 
specific alternatives PIC discussed. It is assumed that required data conditione, 
including lack of outliers. PIC aaWid. 

ables. cluster8 may be arrived through inteuc43ud intuition. through soa!c type 

Thc altcrIlativC3 to stcpwisc analyscs propod in the following subsections m 

the variable selection and ardaing altanatives will be diseusssd aqmratcly for 

m i o n  Analysis 

Variable Selection 

Two problem related to variable selection confront the researck. (1) finding 
good variable subsets of a given size; and (2) determining the size of the subset to 
consider for final intcrpretationlusc. The S O ~ U ~ ~ O M  to these problems ehould be 
considaed in light of the intended use of the decided-upon find regrrssion 
equation. Six potential UBW of an equation PIC presented by Hocking (1976, pp. 
14-15): (a) purr description; (b) prediction and estimation; (c) extrapolation; (d) 
estimation of parameters; (e) control; and (f) model building. It is conjcctund 
that one of the most common intended uses of regnssion equations in thc mcid 
and behavioral scieoccs is for prediction and estimation (of predicted outcome 
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values). [Another possibility is description, a use alluded to later.] It is under this 
supposition that the two problems will be discussed, in hun. 

”he approach herein recommended to solve the fmt variable selection prob 
lem is to consider regression quations for all possible variable subsets. To 
accomplish this, it might appear that one would ntcd to assess ZP-I equations. 
w h m  p is the number of predictors. This is precisely what is claimed to be done 
via the SAS RSQUARE pmccdun. Computational algorithms have been dcvel- 
oped, however, which necessitate the assessment of only a small fraction of the 
total number of potential ~q~ations (sa Hocking, 1976. p. IO). The BMDP AN 
Possible Subsets R e p s i o n  program (P9R) doca precisely this. Another corn- 
pum program that employs a v y  similar k p s i o n  Selection dgoritim is one 
due to Purdue University statistician George P. McCabc. These algorithms BIT 

exaunely wmputatiody efficient. and thus a sizeable number of pndictors 

27 predictors. at a cost claimed to be comparable for a stepwise analysis. 
A “~tural” criterion to use to determine the best subset size in the context of 

prediction and estimation is to minimize the residual sum-of-aquarcs value. That 
is. the best subset of size q, say. is the subset that yields the smallest midual sum 
of squmcs when comparrd to other subsets of size q. Equivalent to this criterion 
is to determine the subset that yields the largest aquared multiple cornlation 
coefficient. The l a m  criterion may be specified (by “RSQ’) when using the 
BMDP9R program. The BMDDR program also allows for specification of two 
other subset selection criteria. an adjusted R2, and the C, statistic (often at- 
tributed to C. L. Mallows). These criteria may yield “best” subsets that BIT 

slightly diffmnt from those obtained when using RSQ. Empirical comparisons 
of thcsc qiteria. and Omen (see Hocking. 1976, pp. 15-16), have not lead to a 
single prefemd criterion. 

Whetha the intended UBC of the decided-upon regmaion equation is pndic- 
tion Bnd catimation or is description. the preference of the curnnt writa ia an 
djustcd R2 value (see Morris, 1981). The adjusted R2 used by BMDP (and, for 
other purposes, by SPSSX) is that originally proposed by M. Ezekiel: 

adj R2 = Rz - p(I-Rz)/(N-pl). 

lllis value would be quite appropriate in the context of description; in the 
prediction context a molc appropriate adjustment would be the OILin-Ratt or h e  
Nicholson-Lord or the Stein-Darlington adjustment (sa Hubaty & Mourad. 
1980). From a practical standpoint, the choice among these four critaia has 
minor implications, since numerical differencur among the adjustments tend to 
be Small. 

lo this “best subset” regression analysis, computer algorithms yield not only 
ttU best subset of a Qvcn size. but also thc second best. the third best, and so 
forth, to the Mth btst. For example, a user of BMDDR with the RSQ option 
may specify an M value of 10 or less so ai to obtain at most 10 best subsets of 

c ~ l l  be accOmodatd-for CXMIP~C. BMDP9R a h a l p  PrOblUnS with UP to 
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each size, 10 best single-variable equations, 10 best two-variable equations. pld 
so forth. to 10 best @-l>variable equations (provided. of come, p is at leart 
10). Thii information can be examely valuable and, prhapa. more useful thsn 
mmly  knowing the one “best” cquatim for a givm variable subset size. ?be 
USQ caa observe where variables or collections of variables BIT inmchmgc&k, 
or obsmc pattam in which a particular variable shows up consistently in v d -  
ous subsets. Furthermore, from a wbstantive theory standpoint, the second or 
third best subset of a given size may “make inore sense,” or may con& 
variables on which mcasune BIT der to collect or BIC morc reliable. 

Ihe second variable selection problem--that of determining thc size of the 
fmal subset to use-is a more difficult one to solve. Indeed. ai Hocking (1977, 
p. 40) pute it. “it is quite likely that a single criterion does not exist that in 
uniformly applicable” in dctcrrmrua g thc final subset size. say, q. This ia a 
situation in data d y s i s  that calls for atudyiig the nsulta and applying comm~ll 
sense. The index suggested above, M adjusted Rz, may be helpful in providing 
some idonnation lcading to d e k m h h g  a value of q. What might be done in to 
plat thc adjusted Rz value for thc “bat” subset of each size (dacmuaed ’ bythe 
researcher using information horn computer output plus sound judgmcat) againet 
subset a h .  This a p h  involvca Uamining ‘‘acne’’ and utilizing two “phys- 
ical tes$.” the “elbow ta t”  and the “eyeball test.” An q incmuu. the adjusted 
R2 valuce genrrally (but not nectssarily) iacrrese. The in- is expectcd to be 
sharp at first. and then taper off. The value of q for which the plot turns h p t l y  - 
upward may be chosen. A problem with this approach is that the value of q may I.  
not be clearly dcfmed due to a gradually increasing plot. Another visual appoach . 
to isolating adquatc pndictor subsets b presented by McKay (1979). This 
epproach involves the plotting of P-valuee for a k w  p sub- of cach size. 
against thc value of p. Neta, Wasscmw. aud Kutner (1985, pp. 424427) 
wggad plots of the unadjusted Rz. QIDI mtsll square. and C,, against the value 

Still another approach to the second problem is to consider. for the various 
subset a h ,  the midual mtan quae. an urtimate of the variance of the prcdic- 
tion errors. which is p r o d o n d  to 

. .  

of q. 

whae is the squared multiple cornlation for q predictors. This is, in eescnct. 
what Achen (1982, p. 62) suggeste ai 811 index of fit. Wonnacott and Wonnacott 
(1981, pp. 186-187), however. suggest aquaring the denominator df-value 80 
that we do not “go on finding discernible egressors too long.” With either ratio, 
when subset sire increases, thc denominator dccnascs. At tho same time, 
increases, so the numerator dccmscq only if the incresse in 1s suffiiient will 
the ratio decrease, with thc incnaSe in subset size being justifled. A simple plot 
of ratio versus subset size will reveal thc low point and, therefore, a candidate 
subsct size. 
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A r#learcba might feel compcllcd to comparc the predictive ~avracy of a 
number of variable s u b  each to the @ctive accuracy of the complete & of 
prrdictors via some statistical testing procedure. If 80. hclshe could employ a 
simultaneous tcst procedun (S”) an suggested by some ~ ~ ~ t h o d o l ~ g i ~ t s  (e.g., 
Aitkin. 1974). The idea of conducting such f d y  complicated tebs. howem, is 
not expected to be very well reccived by the practicins social snd bchaviotpl 
science rlxuamk. 

It may be informative to cay out regression enalysw for two or three diffaent 
values of q. Output from these analyses could be examined for outlim, for 
predictive BCCUIBC~ for subgroups of units. ant for pattans of residuals, follow- 
ing the adage. “look at your data.” 

Variable Ordering 

A meaning of variable impoltancethat scunereasonable tothe current writer 

contribution each variable maLts to the fit of the variable measuna to M (a- 
8umcd 8ppropriatc) nailincar model. The index of fit consided hat is thc 
squared multiple camlation coefficient (.see Kvalseth, 1985). A relative o d u h g  
of the vpriablea. then. may be aimply OM by considering the p diffawm, 

is ODC that EsLts intocohsidaation theintcmmc M O U E  Of the p Variables and the 

4 - qo,i= 1.2.. . . . p  - 1, 

whae 
thc squand cocfficicnt involving all variables but the ith om. To be consistent 

dk- of adjustcd Rz valuca. Ihe raalt order of these diffawma 
would, boweva, be idmtical to ttrose considered k. Thc variable that ykkb 
the Lar’gcet diffaence would be musided the most “ h u m * ’  variable. duct 

(hl>modcl. ’Ihe second hgcst dif€amce would indicate the d most 
impormnt variable. M E 0  on. 
, Such a variable ordering may be accomplished by using some results from a 
stepwise analysis with MY of the three program packages. Having dccidcd upon 
the collection of pFcdictor variables to investigate (with or without a variabk 
selection analysis). all prediaors need to be forced into the analysis. This cnu be 
sccomplished with the BMDPZR program using the statement. “FORCE=I” in 
the REGR pamgrapb. Altanatcly, entry and removal statistics--either proba- 
bility valuts or so-cakd F v a l u s - c a n  be specified so that all varisbles are 
e n t e d  into and rcmah in the model. For example. with the SmsX regramion 
program. PIN and FOUT values of .oooO1 should do. Thcn the F-to-move 

value would be mociated with the largest - \21) diffacna. and 80 on. Note 

t theqqaerWc?43&cht involvingall presponee variabks, and VI) ir 
with the position ralrcll in the i m m c d i a b l y ~  seaion, oilt might prdato 

& dd&n Ofthb Varlabk Would gbC amodel WhoSe fit is poOrerthan My O h a  

values at Ihr losr JWP m y  be used for variable ordering. The 1q- t  F-to-~tmovt 
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that the F-ttxcmove values arc simply used as index values for variable wq 
purposerr-the reported probability values for these F-to-rcmove valute an 
ignond. 

It may be noted that the F-to-remove values are thc B B ~ C  statistic valucs used 
in testing the significance of the individual regression weights. Harris (1985, p. 
515) shows that 4 - R& (hip (1 - Rf.&) whne 4‘ is the etmdankd 
regneeion weight for predictor i, and &.ah is the multiple cauelation of variable 
i vasus the remaining p - I pdimtn~. This diffexcacc ofquarsd m&@b 

criterion and predictor i with the d n g  p - 1 predictom partiausd out of 
predictor i. It is clear from this relationship that with the c w m d y  ex- 
intcqnwdon of variable impmana , a variable ordaing c8~ot be accom- 
plished via the bo values. 

The above notion of relative variable contribution may also be utilized w h  
60me of the “predictors” are actually powax of predictom or pFoducta (i.e.. 
“intuactions”) with otha pndictom. In such a case. what would be compared 

the restricted model contains no “predictor” involving the variable of inttnst. 
For example (J. H. Ward. pasonal communication, April 1985). consider a full 
model with X, X2.2, and XZ as “prcdimtnI.” one d c t c d  model with Z M 
tbe lone predictor, and a m x d  dctcdmodcl withx sndX2as “pdicton.” 
Let S, be the SSE for thc full modcl, and S, md S, be the SSEa for the two 

I 

comlatione is pncisely the squarc of the mnipartial codation bdweul ths 

are full-modcl and d c t d - m o d e l  6 m - o f - m  (=E) V ~ U C S ,  w h m  

d c t a l  models. Define. fitmwr. m F value comparing the full model-(with 
five~)toeaebnstriaedmodel(withmaodthr#paramdcrs.rrspce- 

the6c ratios indicate thc relative importance O f X d &  

.- . 

tiv~ly) by F(X) (SI - S#(5-2). snd F O  (S, - S,)lQ9).  lEbe ~iZg of 

Thc mcaning given hm to variable ‘‘inpmana’’ ptltaias to the relative 
contribution of variables to predictive aaxracy (as meBBlllrd by Rz, or adjusted 
R3. Other meanings of im- have bcen cod- by subagntive re- 

M earlier section of U i s  chapta--one variable is mort important than a second 
variable in a f o m d  analysis if the first variable was entered into the model 
before the Becond wan entercd. and in a backward analysis if the fust variabk 
was removed from the model aft& the second one was ~moved.  A second 
meaning is given to variable i m m  when the absolute (or, squad) values 
of the s- ’ regnssion weights BIC uscd in ordaing the variables. Cur- 

unreliable effccts that predictor inhncomlstione-~ aspect of multicollinear- 
ity-have on thesc weights (Gonion, 1968). 

A third meaning of variable impoftance is bascd on the cornletion between 
each predictor and the sample-bad optimum ~cgrc~sion composite. Thc predic- 
tor that is comlated highest with thc composite ig considaed most important (set 
Thompson & Bomllo, 1985). Supposedly, a rationale for this index is that if the 

Bc81chQ6 and mcthodologiats. one m?aning was d i d  (and dell- in 

I rently. this meaning is g e n d y  achewed by methodologists bccausc of the 
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correlation between a single predictor and the optimal composite is high. then 
that prtdictor would yield predictive %ccuracy comparable to that yielded by the 
optimal composite. A logical problem with this index is that the “system” of 
pndictors is essentially ignored. since an identical ordering may be obtained by 
simply ordering the p pndictoraiterion bivariable comlations. 

A fourth approach to variable ordcring in multiple regFession is one suggested 
by Lindemao, Merenda, and Gold (1980. p. 120). The notion of interest here is 
that of “relative percentage contribution” of predictor i: 

whac ry(,.p) is the epertial cornlation tktwcen the criterion Y and predictor 
i when those predictors e n d  into thc model before predictor i is entcred arc 
partialled out of predictor i. For p predictors them PIC p! values of rY(,.-) to 
consider. The mean of thtsc values might be used to indicate relative variable 
impoltance. This approach to &ring would only be fcasible if p was less than, 

tions need to be eonsidered or. cquivalmtly. the s q d  partial correlations M 

suggested by KNskal(1987). 
Anotha meaning of prcdictar impomce is conveyed through a new index 

proposed by Grrar, carroll, and Dcsaho (1978). The intuitive rationale of thcir 
index is appealing. but its apparent complexity will perhaps be discouraging to 
most substantive research-. Furally. Achen (1982, pp. 68-77) presents thne 
intapretations of variable importance. all of which arc based on regression 
weights (standardiacd or u n s t a n ~ ) .  

say, six. Of coucGc, for ordering purposes, only &e squared semipartial cornla- 

Descriptive Dixriminant Analysis 

The two aspects of disciminant analysis have bctn spelled out e l s c w h  

taine to the problem of explaining and intcrprctiog effects found via multivariate 
.analysis of variance (MANOVA). With thb analyeis (DDA), the raponsc vari- 
ablca play the role of aitcriOn variables. Redictive discriminant analysis (PDA). 
on the atha hand, pertains to the problem of p u p  mcmbaship prediction or 

’ classification. In PDA, thc responsc variables play the role of predictor var- 
iables. 
Since the purpwes of the two analyses are diffcrcnt. criteria and indices useful 

in ordering and selecting response variablar and variable subsets arc also differ- 
ent. Thus, alternatives to itepwisc analyses in dealing with the selection and 
ordering problems will be discussed separately for the two aspeas of discrimi- 
nant analysis. 

Contexts one may thiak of for descriptive discriminant analysis PIC one-way 
and tweway MANOVA. In one-way MANOVA only one sct of effccts would 
be of interest, namely, fhc effccta of the single gmuping variable (on the criterion 

(Hu-, 1984, 1986). Briefly, dtsaiptive diSaiminant analfir (DDA) pa- 
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variables). In two-way MANOVA there arc three sets of effects of potential 
interrst, OM for each grouping variable, plus the interaction of the two grouping 
variables. Although there is a number of indices aod statistics that might be used 
in assessing MANOVA effects (see, e.g.. Timm, 1975. p. 372), focus h will 
be on the Wilks lambda statistic, mostly for pragmatic reasons. That is. decisions 
and judgments concerning variable selection and variable ordering will be based 
on Wilks lambda values. It is assumed at the out& that all necessary data 
wnditim (including independence. normality, covmiance homogeneity and 
lack of outlim) arc satisfied. 

Variable Selection 

The two variable selection problems in regression analysis necd also be ad- 
dressed here: (1) finding good subsets of a fued size, and (2) choosing the final 
sub&. As in r e p s i o n  analysis, the approach to the fitat problem ncommendcd 
h a c  is to consider all possible subsets. For a one-way layout with a reasonable 
number of rcsponse variables say, 20 or fewer, the method of McCabe (1975) 
should suffice. Thc subset assessment criterion used by McCabc is the W h  
lambda statistic (labelled U by McCabe). McCabc’s FORTRAN program, input 
for which are raw data. yields the IO (at most) best subsets-having the 10 
smallest U values-for each size, 1.2, . . . , pl. A number of good subscts of 
a given size yields some potentially useful intaprebive information-just as in 
regression analysis. 

Having run an all-possible-subsets program such as M M s .  there sti l l  
remains the question: Which subset should be chosen for f d  interpmation? 
One approach to amwezing this question is as follows. Select, 011 tbe baais of 
Wiks lambda values plus substantive grounds. the p r e f h  subset of each size, 
1.2, . . . , pl. Then. M in regression analysis. pnpare a plot of Willrs lambda 
v ~ u s  subset size. and conduct the “elbow test” by eyeballing methods. Some 
time9 the bend of h e  elbow is not very distinguishable. Then we must rely. aa we 
often must in data analysis, on common SCQSC and sound judgment or. on the 
comparative results of multiple analysc~. 

This spproach is. perhaps. more sensible than attempting to conduct a number 
of statistical tests of differences of lambda valucs-tcsta of which have only been 
developed when the smaller subset is contained in the larger subset. There is, 
however, a statistical testing procedure that makes some sense. McKay and 
Campbell (1982a. pp. 15-20) describe a simultaneuus tcst proctdure that may be 
hplemented in conjunction with results from a McCabe (1975) analysis. Aim 
(1974) alluded to the STP in the context of regression analysis-the basic idea is 
to compare each subset test statistic (Wilks lambda from a McCabe analysis) 
W h s t  a single critical value. that based on all p response variables. Although 
thk k an intuitively sensible approach, the heavy computational burden is ex- 

to deter most rtscarchers from using it. 
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This typically is the extent of the variable selection problem viewed by mast 
social and behavioral researchers. and cvul by wmc methodologists. Them arc, 
however, applications of variable selection techniques that arc not limited to 
main effects in the one-way layout as discussed above. Some applications arc 
now discussed that have potential u8c to r#icarchaa who consider otha designs 

An altemtive to McCabe’s best-sub program is a program written by 
Mcknry  (1978). Technicalities aside, the h i c  difference b&men the use of 
these two programs pcrtaina to thc type of iaput information u d .  Whmaa the 
input for MeCabe’s program ie raw data, input for McHenry’s pgram conaim 
of matrices. lnput needed for a one-way layout design is a pxk (p is the number 
of response variabla. k is h e  n u m k  of criterion groups) hypothesis rurrm-of- 
squam-and-products ( S a )  matrix, H, plus a pxp within-pup (or, Q- 

mr) SSCP matrix, E. Thtse matrice may be obtained by using the SAS GLM 

program, relative to thc Mccpbe plogram. ie that only one subset of each p i -  
ble subset eiZe is printed. l l ~  McHauy program “ueually. but llot invariably” 
@. 291) finds the bcst(inthe sameof snulltst Willra lambdavalue) subset. Fora 
number of one-way layout aaalysce conducted by the c m t  author. thc best 
s u b  obtained using the McHcnry pgram were identical to the best mbsarr 
obtained using the M e  program. 

Now coneider thc tweway layout. or two-way MANOVA. Situatioll. In an A- 

effects. A. B, and thc AB intcrpctiOn. It b in thie context that the McHcnry 
program is palticularly helpful. lfthe “rubootals” (or “cell.” if you likc) effects 
areof intenst. then subsctsthtbest separatethc ab may be detarmned * .wha 
the H matrix ia baeedon the ccll effects. If, however. only the AB cffecEB (or. 
say. the B effects) 8n of interest. variable 6election may focus on thcst effects 
only. W h  the H matrix is based on tbe AB (or the B) effects. 

In womc ltscBlch situations. a focue may be plaad 011 wmc particular a n t ~ W  
effects (set Hubuty & Smith, 1982). Thc question then ie: The variance of what 
variable subsystem may be Bccountcd for by the contrast of intmst? An answer 
may be obtained using the McHeny program with the H matrix bcmg daer- 
mincd by the contrast. along with the E mahix based on the complete layout. 
Multiple contmm may. of cou~gc. be considacd. leading to potentially d i f f m t  
bcst subsefa; a compmmise of good rubset cpndidatta obtaincd from multiple 
NM of the M c H q  program may then be made. 

COatras~~ of intatst may be specified prior to data collection. or may be based 
on the data themsclvzs. The lam “post-boc” contrasts may be determined by 
examining grwp nacans in the usual (ANOVA-reW) way. Or, past-hoc con- 
basta may be &teamined by examining p u p  separahion attributable to con- 
ermcts unaalying the data. Thestconstructa M reflected in lintar discriminan t 
functions (LDFs). In a threbgroup situation, the 6epaation of Group 2 vcrsus 

and mOre 8pecifK d qutstiOM. 

p m w ,  the SPSS-X proad\lrc MANOVA. A limitati~n Of the M c H T  

b y B  MANOVA co~text, o l l ~  is p~tmtially intacsted h Studying h m Of 
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Groups 1 and 3 may be attributed to the leading LDF whereae the ncpamtion of 
Group 1 versus Groups 2 end 3 may be amibuted to the second LDF. The 
question then arises: May fewa than p variables be used to describe (and ex- 
plain?) the Bcpmtion attributable to some conrmuct(s)? Without variable rele- 
vnmx a i  specified in advance, a reasonable approach to variable selection ie 
to use all-possible subsets as suggested above. That epproach B&IM prefcrabk to 
ollc based on, for example. examining s t a d d u d  * LDFweights. 

An excellent review of and mum of refaenas OIL many kuee  and techniques 
related to variable selection in descriptive discriminant analysis is given by 
McKay and Campbell (198211). ‘Ibey also mention 8omc of the problem in the 
ordering of variables, a ltcommcndation for which ie given next. 

Variable Ordering 

An intt?qmmim of variable importana in thc descriptive discrkninant d y -  
ais context is v a y  similar to that discussed earliafor thc regmuion d y a i s  
context. l b e  iadu of relative contribution to grouping vpriable effects mum- 
mndcd hcFc may take either of four forms. One fonn is a “partid lambda” 
value. For a raiponsc variable. MY. X,, a lambda value is f o u l  that reflects the 
contribution of X,  in addition to. or partialing out. the rCmaining pl variables. 
The s d c s  this partial lambda value. the more ‘‘bpomat” the variable. The 
d form ie the lambda value for the pl variables with X,  rrmoved. Tbe 

claimed is that if the most importaat variable iedclcted from thc netof prtsponse 
variables, the extent of “separation” is dccrrcwd tbc most. The third form b a 
‘‘~BIW F’ (or, F-to-remove) value. which is a eaaafprmatioa of the partial 

value, Mmcly, the complement of the partial lambda. In SAS (sTEPDI!z) 
terminology, thia laaa indcx is d e d  a “squared p d d  comlatim.” One or 
more of thalc index value4 may be obtained from the three computer program 
p h g e a .  ’Ibcy will yield identical variable odaiags. [See Hubaty, 1984, for 
greats w.1 

hdu for variable ordaing may also be u t i l h d  in I two-way layout. That b. 
variable importance may be a s d  relative to A effects. to B effects, and to 

w t  in tams of, say. A cffccts arc relatively lmimpoasn t i n t c rmsofB  
CffCUlJ. 

’Ibk ppltial-type index ia collsiducd p f d k  to some other iadices nug- 
guitcd by methodologists and textbook authors. A univariate mean-quarc or F 
V d U e  completely ignores the remnhhg pl variables. and thus seem8 bapprapi- * for m i n g  relative variable contribution. [On the otha hand, however. the 
iadeptlldcna of an F value for X, fran F valuts of 0th variabkd may be 

larga this h b d a  value. the mom ‘‘imptnnt’’ the variable. Roughly, what is I .  

h b d U V d W .  ?bc fourth fWlIl b M O t h U d d  Ofthe @ 

AS discussed pnd ill~atratcd by H u m  md Smith (1982). the F-to-nm~vt 

AB effects. It may be substantively informative to di8covcs tht variables highly 
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considered an attractive featun-see the caveat Section below.] Another index 
commonly used in a two-group situation is the absolute value of the “standard- 
ized” linear discriminant hmction weight. Since a resultant LDF is considered 
optimal for mC available data set. and thtsc weights arc partial weights, this 
index has some intuitive appeal. A basic problem with this index is that a weight 
for a variable may be low (in absolute value) because of its (high) comlation 
with another variable. Possible imprecision of thcse weights (due to variable 
intercomlations) is also well recognized. In a t w e p u p  situation, these weights 
may be transformed by taking variable intelwmlations into consideration; this 
transformation (see Hubnty. 1984, p. 161). hoyevcr. yields an index equivalent 
to the F-to-move index. Furthermore, how to implement the weight index in a 
multiple-pup situation; whae there arc two or morc LDFs. is open to question. 
Still another index sometimes considered is a comlation between the LDF (in a 
twa-group situation) and each ruponsc variable. While useful for labeling or 
naming LDF, thc usc of this index in ordcring variables implies a fuzzy 
meaning of variable importame, especially when there arc two or more LDFs. 
Even when thm arc only two groups, the use of this index is of questionable 
value. It can be shown (Huberty. 1972) b t  a variable ordering yielded by these 
saucturc correlations will be identical to the ordering based on p univariatc F 
values. This result is in tunc with that amtioned in the Variable ordering 
subsection for Regression Analysis. 

Predictive Discriminant Analysis 

The classification or allocation of experimental units to criterion pupslpopu- 
lations is basic to predictive discriminant analysis. The d e  used to makc the 
group assignments may be quivalently based on a variety of statistics, all of 
which .typically incorporate scares a number of response variables, h m  called 
Prrpiaor variables. The form of the statistic depends upon available information 
alpn the populations, data conditions. data distribution form, and costs of 
misclassification-for details, see, for example, Huberty (1975b, pp. 566575). 
and McKay and Campbell (19824 pp. 30-32). 

a %.design typically considered for a predictive discriminant analysis context 
is a one-way layout. So we have, say. k criterion p u p s  and p predictor vari- 
ables. This is “like” a w-way MANOVA situation, except the roles of the two 
types of variables (grouping and response) are rcvased. A predictive discrimi- 
nant analysis situation with two-groups is equivalent to a multiple regression 
andyysis w h m  the &feribn is a dichotomous varkble. Unlike MANOVA and 
regression analysis w h m  tht indices of “goodness” me the Wilks l a m b ,  say, 
and the nquarcd multiple comlation coefficient. respectively. the index of good- 
ness in predictive discriminant analysis, the percent of correct classilications, 
may be Iowa if the number of rcsponsc variables is increased. That is. a reduc- 
tion in the number of pdictors involved in a classification rule can yield an 
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incrcase in the percent of c o m t  classifications. Furlhermore, the deletion of 
pdictors can be beneficial in reducing the number of doubtful cases, those units 
that might be considered “outliers” (membership in any gmup is questionable) 
or “fence riders’’ (membership is about equally likely for more than one 
PUP)-= Huberty (1984. p ~ .  168-169) and McKay and Campbell (1982b, p. 
34). 
Thus. in addition to considering the goals of parsimony and of reduced cost of 

subsequent data collcaion, it behooves the researcher to consider reducing the 
number of predictors so as% obtain a mZSeXcknTSf i&t ion  NIC. 

Variable Selection 

- - -_ 

An excellent review of the variable sclccaon problem in predictive discrimi- 
nant analysis is given by McKay and Campbell (1982b). Although “there is 
plenty of scope for frtrthcr investigation of variable selection proccdurcs for 
allocation problems” (McKay & Campbell, 1982b, p. 40). very little has been 
reported io the 1980s. The most relevant work in this am has been done by J. D. 
F. Habbema and his colleagues in The Netherlands (Habbema & Hermans, 1977; 
Hermans & Habbema, 1976; Hermans et al.. 1982). The two impomt  aspects 
of this work arc: (1) the criterion for variable selection is the minimizntion of the 
classification e m r  rate (pmen t  of incomct classifications); and (2) probabilities 
for classification of experimental units arc based on a nonparametric density 
estimation approach (Le., no probability model. such as multivariate normal: is 
ass-, rathti, the probability model employed is determined by the sample 
data themselves). 
That the criterion of error rate minimization (or, “hit-rp” maximization) be 

employed in a predictive discriminant analysis context is, of CWISC, very appm- 
priatc. A very practical problem for the researcher is the lack of widely available 
computer software that incorporates this criterion in a clearly acceptable manner. 
Although the Hermans et al. (1982) forward sclcction program is available, its 
circulation is quite limited, its optimality feahrrw have not been studied to any 
@rat extent, and it is fairly expensive to run. As with variable selection in 
regression analysis and descriptive discriminant analysis, thc ideal approach 
would be an all-subsets one. It is, at the cumnt hme. expected that such an 
approach is very difficult to program, especially to be able to isolate a sct of 
~ubsecs whose corresponding hit rates arc not significantly diffmnt among them- 
elvts but which arc significantly higher than for all o tha subsets. “Such a 
procedure is likely to be Lfticult to obtain; the theontical problems are severe 
and the computational requirement is prohibitive” (McKay & Campbell. 1982b. 
P. 40). 

SO, until the ideal variable selection procedure has been proposcd and rcasona- 
blY efficient computer software. becomes available, somc ~ c S S - t h ~ - O p t ~  or 
d-hoc procedures will have to sum=. Two possible procedures that have some 

I ,  
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appeal will now be discussed. One ad hoc procedure involves thc use of dcscrip 
tion-oricnted tcchoiquea of the type described in a preview section of this papa. 
lhis pmcedurc is the one in common use in ttre applied literahue. Its accept- 
ability is usually justified on the gnn~nds that maximizing p u p  ~epmt ion  b 
rantamount to maximizing clawificatioa BCMBC~. lkia appmch may be appro- 
priate under the following conditions: (1) whea prior probabiliticn of p u p  
membctahip arc cqual; (2) when the mpkmenm for the separation critaion arc 
mct (e+. similar covariancC malrica for tbe W b  lambda criterion); and (3) 
when the consideration of doubtful casea is igwmd. WcKay and Campbell 

ented tcchniquar for variable selection when clasaication ~ccuracy is the criteri- 
on of intaut-in all of thcse studies doubtlul casea are ignored.] Ibe iseue of 
the whrlnees of group eepararion as a criterion for variable selection for classifi- 
cation purposes is, at this point, unrrsolved (sce, howeva. McLachl~ ,  1980, 
Monie & Hubaty. 1987). As McKay and Campbcll(1982b. p. 40) quaicd, “To 
what extent can thc well-dcvclopbd dtsaiptive achniques be used with d- 
dence in the allocation context?” 

In addition to the potential loss in using a separation criterion for allocation 
purposts. thm is another p b l m  with thin pmcedure. As pointed out by M& 
(1981) in the regrwaioa context and by Hubay, Wmbakcr, and Smith (1987) 
in the allocution eontext, it is most desirable to amaidex a moas-validatim 
method or fonnuls in estimating true pnqoltions of conect C h i f i c a t i O M  (or. 
hue hit mea) for tbc variou~ S e l d  d k  rubseb. [Sa, also, Murray, 
1971.1 ?his is not ai all I Coneidtration matic in dwmiption-orientd variable 
8clcctim oschniqug. 
The Becud d hoc pmcedm is bassd exclueively on anocation DotioM. T l E  

pRIcedure to be d i 8 c l M d  b afonvard EclcctIon procdm h La Habbemad 

(1982b) Some helfdm Studies tbat.comperr V & m  dcscfiptiod- 

Hermaw (1977); it was initially & d i e d  by Smith (1984). Unlike employing a 
diatributiotkfme clamification rule an did Habbcma and Hamana. thii procedure 
4volvte the use of a n d - b a d  rule. And it can be carried out via a computer 
prognun in one of the popular program packeges, BMDP7M. The u 9 ~  must 
specify vay  d F-toater and F-to-remove limim (or. UBC FORCE = 1 in the 

* DISC paragraph) so that the selection method based on lambda bas no effect on 
the final results. Only the last *of the analysin b of inmest. w h m  all of the 
predictors havebenenteral andwne have bcenrcmovcd. Rinting of e ~ m e o f  

For a data set with p prcdtctoivariabka, at least p(p + 1)/2 runs need to be 
made. For each run. the cmss-validation method. ltav~naout (L0-0, Huba- 
ty et al., 1987), is employed. An Uro d y s b  is an “extcmal” analysis; that 
is, tbermitaused iacxmmlcb * g tk cl.eeificoton rule pedif€cmt from those 
b t i  allocatsdtothe group todctamine the hit ratal. The uu) extanal 

the stcpwisc outpd maybe Npprresed. 

analysis is casy to obtain via BMDP7M. In the hrst run. total-group L0-0 hit 
ratca arc detcrminoed for each of rhe predictom individually. Ibe predictor with 
the hit iS Chow M the best Bubset Of Size One. The Second No Of 
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BMDP7M is uscd to d e t e h  L-o-0 hit rates for each pair of pmiictors which 
inc~udw the best singleton. Ibe pair of predictors with tht largeat hit rate b 
chosen as the “best” subset of size two. The proccsa of selecting “best” subsees 
of each size bascd on uu) hit rates continua until a subset of size p - I is 
selected. Thc subsets evaluated at each step always inchdc the subset chosen at 
the previous step. 

A potential decision problem may m d t  with this proadure. It b expected that 
with somc data acts. m01c h o n e  subset of a given iize may yield thc mmc 
(and higha than all others) hit ratc. Smith (1984, pp. 53-54) suggcem a mason- 
able solution to the problem: consider multiple subsets of the next larger ai= 
with drc highcr(eat) hit rate determining tbc chosen subset of the given aize and 
possibly the next larger size. At times, wnm random proctse (e.g., a coin flip) b 
ocakd to Select WbsetlJ with tied hi rates. 

must decide which rubset rize should be nEainsd for final InOerpreEation pur- 
poses. Just &Y in tberegrdon SnddcsaiphdisdmhnutaneJysbcantexb. m 
informal appmach scam rrasonable. A plot of (extunal) totd-gmup hit rate 
w u s  subset aize may be e*amiaed, keeping in mind the (exteraal) hit rate 
yielded by the complete set of ptdiaonr. In somc d situations, it may be 
p f u a b l e  to consider the hit rate for a particular p u p  (e.&, college dq-outa 
only M opposed to dmpouts and graduates; learning disabled childten only M 

Having carried out the p@ + 1)/2 Nm formis pmctmtre, the EscalCkstlll 

opposed to aggrrgptc Of lCaming disabled. ~motiOnally disaubed, Md “m- 
mal” c h i l h )  ratha than the total-gro~p hit ratc. NO mathcr which hit ratc is 
wed as a dterion, knowledge of predictors. knowledge of p u p  definition, cost 
of data collection, ad good sound jud-t or common m.se should be vay 
helprul in dccidhg upon a hnal stlbect. 

be made at me 
various Bteps by taking into consideration MY pDseiblc Qubtrul cased. These pe 
the “wtlias” ad “fcnce-riders“ alluded to earlier. It in always advhble to 

As emphaaizcd earlier in this chapher. MY ap-typc analysk ~(lllllot be ex- 
pected to ncctasarily detuminc the best subset of MY given size. Of course. it 
would be dcdirable to consider all posaible subscts of each ik. At this point in 
time, w compaational dmmt Is available for dumidq Mt fates (with or 
Wilhout crorrtivalidatioa) for all possible subaUa, M b in a nq?adm 
mM. Thus the above forward sclection procedure is & for prac- 
tical m. and might be considered a viable rust step in raacLing the vu tb le  
selection problem in a chification/docation context. 

Variable Ordering 

M= &mi14 analpa of classification aaurecy mii 

lGeep in cloae contact with ODC’S datal 

dcecripti~e discriminant analysis a rcccmunended indm for variable ordcr- 
b is. for variable X,, the W i h  lamMa for the p - 1 v h b k  with X,  
-. A similar type index is mmmcnded in predictive discriminant analy- 
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sis. First, an external (L0-0) classificahon analysis is carried out with all p 
predictors. Then, p classification analyses arc made by deleting, in tum. each of 
the p predictors. Thc hit mtC6 yielded by the p e~bseb of size p - I indicate an 
ordering of importance of the predictors. The most important predictor is the one 
which, when deleted, is associated with the largest drop in classification ac- 
curacy relative to that yielded by all p predictors. The least impOaant predictor is 
the one with which is associated the smallest drop (or. largest inmrse) in 
classification accuracy. 

The hit rates considered in assessing classification ~ccufacy may be either 
total-group or separate-gmup hit rates. In sorpe m h  situations it may be 
dcairable to obtain variable orduings relative to classification accuracy for each 
group, or for one particular group. That some predictors arc relatively important 
for allocating units to one group but not so important for allocating units to other 
groups may be informative. 

The ordering of predictors may be determined by making one run using the 
BMDP7M program-specifying JACKknife in the DlSCRiminant pamgraph- 
with multiple analyses. It should be noted that the BMDF’7M program prints 
classification results for each step. But t h e  arc imlevant for variable ordering 
puposes in predictive discriminant analysis since the criterion used at each step 
is not classification accuracy. 

THREE CAVEATS 

As is well known, there arc many issues pertaining to the analysis of empirical 
data. Thae arc, too. philosophical differences in approeches to data analysis. It 
is not the intent here to discuss all such issues and diffennces, but is merely to 
point out a few warnings related t6 the selection and ordering of response vari- 
ables in some domains of multivariate data analysis. The discussion of gome 
fairly pafticular caveats regarding model Sptcificity and sample specificity is 
followed by a brief discussion of the adaptation of an analysis a p c h  to the 
Selectim and ordering problems. 

Model Specificity 

This caveat pertains to the collection of response variables to be considered. 
Variable selection and ordering results, at least by the methods discussed in this 
chapter, clearly depend on the collection of variables studied. This is one rcason 
why thorough study and sound judgment arc called for in choosing variables at 
the outs%. As many relevant variables (relevance being based on substantive 
theory) as feasible need to be chosen for inclusion in the initial system (see 
Hubaty & Morris. 1989). and as many imlevant variables as possible need to be 
excluded. This is nu easia-said-thandonc situation, of course. Limited h w l -  
edge and rcsol~lcea sometimes preclude the =her fmm including all relevant 
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variables and from excluding all imlevant variables. Hercin lies the problem, 
and where Caveat 1 applies: The fud variable subset selected, and the ordering 
of variables in this subset should be discussed only with all accompanying 
variables (and measurcmcnt des used) in mind. A decided-upon final subact of 
q variables out of an initial sct of p variables may not be a “bat” subset if one or 
mom variables w a t  to be added to, or deleted from, the initial set. Furthenaore, 
a variable that is considcred very important (by whatever index) in, say. a three- 
variable situation, may be rclativcly unimportant (by the s ~ m c  index) in a four- 
variable situation. See Wonnecott and Wonnacott (1981, pp. 181-183. 501- 
507) and Berry and Feldmao (1985. pp. 18-26) for further discussion of the 
model specificity problem. 
To illustrate the latter point, it was recently claimed that race, in the compnny 

of three other variables. w a  very important in accounting for agricultural extcn- 
sion agent wages (Koretz. 1985). It was pointed out and accepted by a court, 
however, that other Variables should have been @ken into consideration and 
cwld very well account for wage disparities. 

Not only should the variables themselves be kept in mind, but how they were 
measured must be considcrtd as well. Consider a set of p variables that includes 
the variable, Intelligence. Tbe mcthod (individual or group, for example) and 
theory considered in measuring Intelligence may in fact have a bearing 00 how 
this variable shows up in the selection and ordering nsults. 

Generally speaking. there is no apparent reason why all p variables should be 
considered as possible “deldks.” ’Ibat is. if mponse variables an judiciously 
chosen to begin with, and arc rcesoasbly limited in number. thae may be no 
variable selection problem at all. In particular. this may be mC we when dealing 
with the so-called structural or causal modtle. With thse models the partialling 
appn#sch to variable ordaing suggcstcd above may be ihalid (see Lewis-Beck. 
1978; Pedhazur. 1982, pp. 1n-188). 

Sample Specificity 

As well as considering the variables (and how they are mcasurcd). one should 
consider the (design) sample of expcrimcntd units in drawing conclusions about 
variable selection and ordering. Strialy speaking, results of selecting and orda- 
h g  variables should only be considered descriptive for the sample of units on 
hand. Thus. Caveaf 2: Inferences about “best” subsets and variable importance 
to other units should be made with gmt caution. The “best” variable subset for 

m p l c  of units may be far from the btat for other samples. The greater the 
ratio Of sample s k  to number of ‘tsponsc variables. the motr rtasonabk arc the 
@bed generalizations. A large such ratio alone. however, does not insurc valid 
g e e t i o n s .  Valid generalizations may be obtained only to the extent that the 
P m  of response variable in temmlat im for non-dcsign sample experimMtal 
units follow the pattern pnscnt in the design sample. 
To enhana the validity of one’s conclusions regarding variable selection and 
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ordering. some type of “extcmal analysis” should be conducted. That is, 8cpa- 
and prediction indiceslrules based on one sct of data ehould be 88scssBd 

using anotha ret of data. One way of accomplishing thi is to employ a “hold- 
out” (or. teat) sample. Referable, perhaps. is to employ a maampling -ten 
such M jackkding or bootstrapping. 
Tbe extmt of sample Bpccificity of mclusiom about variable selection and 

m a c c m d h g  toproccdm mmmcndcd cadiernads to be studied. Such 
Btudics would probably involve some type of data sirnulation. Only l i i ted 
results have been published (e.&, Hubcrty. 197% M h .  1979; WisenbaLer, 
1985); vay  little mention is madc bout acros8-gample etability for sekction and 
odering proccdurcs in the studies reviewed by M c b y  and Campbell (19828,. 
1982b). 

Data Exploration 

Rather than relying so much on thc UBC of thc computer to carry out our 
d y s u r  in onefeu m p ,  Tarsuoka (1982) statea: 

l aud .  pc lbarld play nth cbe dmsufthmtly to dcvclap.fad fadrm, apsisUVa mc 

lmeadcd.lulyrahrrc~complnsd. w e d u a l d c Q e r = .  Ibcrrrummyarsgat 
~ h y p o c b a t l  Ih.lwllltem* rad lbcorrtiuuy-. we lbouldnat M P D e  

a m n . b a ~ L M r b m * r c l b a u l d ~ t o P L c r ( o f t o f w h . ( h u b e m ~ ( h u r h r r a d m  
= i f  we IIC Qine Ibc bca fa OUI plrpor. A d  M y .  wkn om arietnJlv 

to puar tbcm by arrhr*o. fmdm dp @. 1781). 

A similar position is tsken by Kanptbornt (1975. p. 327): “should thae be one 
definitive analysir of a ect of data? To be brief, m. A variety of ex-post-fpao 
dp may be informative.” 

Tatat&oka @. 1782) makes another point that is p d & y  appropnatc * i n  
apalyees for vaieblc selection a d  o&hg whcn bc quotes R. A. Wsha: “sfe 
ti@- is quantified ~ l m m o l l 8 t l l ~ ~ . ”  Thus Caveaf 3: Data should be canfuUy 
examined, using multiple analysca end good s o d  judgment. 
-Data exploration may be fruitfuur done in thc preliminary. intamdiate. and 

RMI s&es of  ti^^ ~nalysis pmccss. variable screening in the pIiminary stage 
(following data listing and editing) is quite appropriate in choosing vnriablca for 
funher analysis. For example. a variable m y  be deleted from firrthcr considera- 
tion in regrcssian d y s i s  and bath dimimhmt analysca contexts if it ie vay 
higbly unrelated with pnotha veriable. In a MANOVA context, if a Vatiable. by 
itself. yieldti nothing but “noise.” it Pernaps could be deleted. The anme might 
be said for the regmuion context (ace pedhsnu. 1982. pp. 228-229). “Noise” 
in a pndictive discriminan t analysis context might be interpreted m a ncar-zero 
hit rate. If in doubt. analyses with and without a questionable variable d d  be 
carried out. 

h e  inter- Gmsidw an example of how multiple aaalyse~ might be useful 
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mediae stage. Suppose one is unccrtm * as to what interpretation of variable 
importaace is most sppmpriatc for a given Raearch situation; in a multiplegroup 
situation, for example, one might be in& in group scpmation M well M 

altclnative 
variable &ring indices might be clmsidezcd. Another example whac multiple 
analysts may be helpful for variable seMon/ordaing is in a predictive discrim- 
i m t  analysis context. Murray (19’77, p. 250) suggests splitting the total sample 
into a number of sub-samples. finding the “beet” SUM for eacb sub-sample. 
The numbw of times that agiven variable appcars in the best s u b  ecrosathe 
sub-samples will give a mtmm of the utility of that variable for fume c M i -  
cation. This suggestion is. of cour~c. dinaly related to the sample specificity 
problem. 

F d y ,  in the ncar-fid stages of a dats d y s i r .  various “dielptostica” 
should be considered. Ae N e  et al. (1985, p. 409) statc. “Analysis of outlying 
and influential observations is a component of good regreasion d y -  
ais.” Residual analyses in regression cau also provide useful infomiutim. For a 
detailed discussion of the study of residuals. outliers. and influential data points 
in regression analysis. see chaacj& and €id (1986) and Myas  (1986). The 
8earch for outliers and fencGndcrs while umducting a predictive disCriminant 
analysis, also. should sbongly enhpace the quality of prediction mults. 

?hc m m t  development of computa softwme for multiveriatc data analy& 
graphics should facilitate data exploration. The =ut (Mad 1986) eighteenth 
Symposium on thc lntufacx of Computer Scicncc aad Statistics at Folt C o h i .  
Colorado. included the presentation of a topic entitled. “Chgnisdca: Tools for 
Looking at Data Sets with Many Variables,” by Paul Tukey. 
When discussing data d y s i s  rhatcgics, words sue- “might” and "per- 

haps” and “reasonable” me used with some fnquency. To the current writex 
this is obviously quite scceptable. To suggest a flowchart of step that will cover 
data analysis for all. say. mgmsion atudies bordas on being ludimus. Obtain- 
ing a final analysis with OM NO via a computer program package simply will 
not, for most if not d empirical invcstigatione, do thc job. Allen and Cady 
(1982, p. xv) state it succinctly: “. . . data analysis Bhould be nppmachcd with 
an objective well in mind, but thae is seldom a rigid sequence of stcpa than cau 
be applied. The data analyst should’dow thc findings at each stage to influence 
the d d o n  through subsequent stages." Some “data snooping” will oftea be 
called for. Invariably in the conduct of data d y s i s ,  the rurearchcr will have to 
rely 011 common GCNIC, p e d  valued, sound judpmcot, rcasonablcaces, and 
the h. Neta et al. (1985. p. 409) state that the d y s i s  of outlying ani 

observations is ‘‘ucitba putomntic DOI fooIpmof mi quires good 
by the d y s t . ”  applied to a little diffamt context. I 

Quac by Tntsuoka (1982. p. 1782) applics a p d y  w d  to mC variable selecd~a 
awJ ordaing context: “Let cormnon c3cxlsz pnd your set of values be tha 

groupmembership prediction. Then multiple analyses incorporatuyl * 

I jud.gel’’ 
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determine variable ordering. Thcn the proposed purpose must be to determine 
those variables to delete from htrther consideration. But. how would this dcta- 
mination be made? Can one rely on F-tocnter values and the associated tail 
probabilities? The answer to the l a m  question is in the af€i i t ive,  since the 

An example of the use of common sense is based on a situation presented by 
Gordon (1968. p. 614). Suppose the outcome of dairy farm income is being 
predicted with attributes of cows. men, and acreage among the predictors. E v a  
if, by some analysis quirk (measurement error?) cows were found to be unimpor- 
tant, no one would claim that cows m irrclevant to dairy farm income! 

Another example where common sense can play a role in data analysis and 
intaptat ion when assessing variable importance can be noted. S u m  that an 
F-m-remove value for variable i is F, = 6.13 and for variable j is F, = 5.27. and 
that thcse am clearly the two highest F values. With such index values. it doesn’t 
seem reasonable to conclude that variable i is more important than variable j. 
Rafhcr. one might state that variables i and j arc the two most important vari- 
ables. other clustas of variables with comparable F values may mult which 
would lead to a reasonable conclusion that variables within a cluster arc of 
comparable hpmtamx. 

In sum. the empirical investigator should diligently “interact” with hislhcr 
data (with and without aid of the computer); and use common sense! While I 
have trial to hint at a philosophy of dam analysis, a more thorough discussion is 
given by Good (1983); a related and excellent article is that by Mulaik (1985). 

DISCUSSION 

As is pahaps obvious from earlier comments in this chapter, the currmt writer 
does not in general subshibe to the use of stcpwise methods for the purposc of 
selecting or ordering -me variables in either the regression or discriminant 
analysis contexts. The “in geaeral” qualifier is used sincc t h a t  is a situation in 
which a stepwise analysis may be useful. as mtioncd at the outset of the 
discussion of altanatiw. This is when the pool of mponsc variables contains, 
say. somi 40 to 60 rn even more variables. h hiis situation, the use of M d- 
possitile-subsets is not feasible. But tha, would it redly be necessay to coaaid- 
er such a large number of prrdictor variables (in the case of regression and 
predictive discriminant analysis) or of criterion variables (in the cane of descrip 
tivq discriminant analysis) to begin with? Could not a large numbcr of such 
variables be initially screened out? Or. could not a dimension-reduction prelimi- 
nary analysis be carried out?] In this situation, a stcpwise analysis mghr be 
conducted to the 8et of variables to a manageable size. Then an all- 
possible-subsets analysis could be run. The thesis advanced is that rescprchcrs 
can very well get along withow the use of stepwise methods in the final. or even 
inccrmediate, stage of analysis. ‘Ihm arc betta alternatives! 

It might be argued that a stcpwise analysis may be appropriate when the 
researcher has specified an ordering of response variables prior to data collection 
and analysis. Such an a priori ordering may be based on substantive theory. past 
research, or both, if so. it is assumed tbat the mcanmg of variable “impoltance” 
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used for intcrpxctation. The descriptions should includc variable namcs, m- 
suremcnt scales u d .  and numbers of variables in each collection. 
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ITEM RESPONSE THEORY: 
ADVANCES IN ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE 

MEASUREMENT 

Robert L. McKinley and Craig N. Mills 

One of thc most important methodological advancts in psychological masllre- 
ment in the past halfcentury has bum the development of item rapnrre thwry. 
or IRT. IRT. which is sometimes called latent trait thuxy. corn- a set of 
powerful pmccduns for scaling both stimuli and rrspondenra through the up- 
plication of nonlinear, probabilistic modcls thst - the atimulutirtspondent 
interaction in terms of nonobscrvable. or latent, variables. Through thc use of 
these latent variables. or traits, it is possible to rebuce. 01 to avoid altogether. 
many of the problems that 81c often encountered w h  analyzing psychological 
assessment instruments. In addition, IRT provides several new and cxtrco~~ly 
useful statistics, not available with other measurement theories, that provide the 
researcher with the potential to exercise significantly greater flexibility and con- 
trol in the construction and analysis of Scaling ~nstnuneots. be they achievement 
ttsts or instruments for assessing anitudes or p n a l i t y  traits. 
h more traditional attitude d i n g  procedures, such as those developed by 

nurstone (1927). Gunman (19M), cud Likat (1932). a8 well aa in classical test 
fhny  (a, for example. Magnusen, 1966). the rtsponsc to a stimulus by a 
g'ko -dent is modeled as a function of some set of parameters that ~IC 
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